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President’s Notes
Another season is now well under way. I doubt that there is any need to remind you that this is an Australian
Championship year in Perth. However, I will re-remind you that only five blooms are needed to enter it. How often in
your life will you have a better opportunity to be an Australian Champion? If you do not seek fame then remember
also that we have reintroduced worthwhile prizemoney for exhibitors in all classes of our annual show.
The AGM was attended by all the usual suspects and the presumption of innocence enabled me to be re-elected
President. My thanks go to the “twelve good men and true” who were elected to their important positions. This
should perhaps be “persons” as some non-males were elected. The phrase, however, predates gender equality and
inclusiveness.
When this phrase was coined, in the early 17th century, 'good'
implied distinguished rank or valour. These days people aren't
required to be valiant or of high rank in order to be part of a jury.
They aren't even required to be men, as women have been called
for jury in both the UK and USA since around 1920. This was a
consequence of the women's suffrage movement. Prior to the
1920s the opponents of the movement were appalled by the fact
that, if women could vote, they could also sit on juries. This was
considered worse by some than the right to vote itself. In 1915, the
Massachusetts Anti-Suffrage Committee argued, "Jury duty for
your wife or your daughter is almost unthinkable. Yet it will be part
of her legal duty as a voter."

Isn’t the internet great? Now we can research almost anything and
everyone can be an expert, especially after a couple of beers.

Members who attended the AGM would have been interested to see a large flat screen TV mounted on the wall of
the meeting room. We will be able to utilise this for presentations if we wish. Murray, our “tech guy”, has already
mastered the art of communicating with it. My interest in these things pretty much starts and ends with the on/off
switch. I mentioned my grand-mother, who lived with my family, in the last newsletter. She even had trouble with
our TV’s on/off switch, due to its apparently helpful “instant on” function. As a result, I was generally summoned to
turn on the TV for her. As she detested advertisements the TV remained permanently on the ABC, so at least there
was no need to change channels.
The Management group got to work a week after the AGM and the season ahead has been carefully mapped out. All
appears to be in order, but that is what we said last season. So, here’s hoping. We intend to participate in the
Horticultural Council’s Garden Clubs’ and Societies’ Fair in February once again and, as in previous years, we will
have two home visits, in March and April. All of our planning is contingent on no outbreaks of Coronavirus occurring.
Our sympathies go to our UK friends who have seen their late shows, including the National, cancelled. They will be
having a “virtual show” similar to that run by the Australian Chrysanthemum Council in April/May this year. Whether
we have been an inspiration to them or it is just a case of “great minds think alike” I cannot say. Keep an eye out on
the “National Chrysanthemum Society” Facebook page for updates on their blooms. Closer to home our Victorian
confreres have endured many hardships including difficulties sourcing supplies for their chrysies.
The Distribution Day was very well supported. The number of members and friends attending was the most that I
have seen since I have been associated with the society. It was great to see so many enthusiastic new members. It is
interesting that many of our newer members reside in the country. I understand that some of them found us on
Facebook as well as the more traditional word of mouth. Hopefully you obtained all the cultivars that you needed to
help fulfil all your growing plans and dreams. I thank all those members who brought in cuttings. A few of our
members produce them on a semi-industrial scale and there is a lot of work involved. I ran into a spot of bother this
year but fortunately I had five members assist me to pot up my cuttings and put the finishing touches on, ready for
sale.
As mentioned at the AGM we have had the opportunity to reintroduce some cultivars that were lost to our Society’s
members over the years. It will take until next season to have enough stock to distribute them widely and probably
another season after that to see how they stack up against the ones that we already have. We have appointed some
members as “Section Champions”. They are responsible for all the existing cultivars in one or more Sections to help
reduce the likelihood of losing any cultivars in the future.

Cultural Notes
You should have all the plants that you need by now and in all likelihood you will also have plenty that you do not
need as well. There is no harm in that unless your aim is to grow for exhibition. If so, then you need to know that not
all cultivars are created equal. If space is limited in your main growing area then consider planting in your general
garden beds any cultivars that are unlikely to give you exhibition blooms. Also, be mindful that the primary driver of
plant growth is sunshine. If your plants are in the dark then all the fertiliser and water in the world will not make
them grow. Hence, it is important to space your plants well so that they do not shade each other excessively. You are
not running a bus service, so passengers are not needed.
Once your plants have filled their small pots with roots it will be time to either plant them into your garden beds or
pot on to a larger, intermediate sized pot (125 – 150mm is about right). For those who are growing in pots, either
you will have prepared your own potting mix using the John Innes formula or you will be using one of the “premium”
commercial mixes. In either case there should be enough fertiliser incorporated to last about four weeks. Remember
that at this early stage you are trying to grow a good root system, so not too much water and fertiliser is needed.
Some growers apply a bit of seaweed extract (eg. Seasol or Eco Seaweed) to encourage root development.
Early December is the ideal time to pot into final pots. Depending on the vigour of the cultivar the pot size will
normally be 250 – 300mm. Leave enough room for a couple of light top dressings of potting mix later in the season.
However, do not pot on if the intermediate pot is not full of roots. In this case wait until the plant is well rooted and
opt for the 250mm pot size. 200mm pots can be successful but water management is more difficult.

If growing by the two stop method, which is generally recommended in WA, the first stop (pinch) is normally made a
month before the second. So, for Large and Medium Exhibition cultivars (Sections 1 and 2) that should be in the first
week of December and in the third week of December for most of the others. How much to remove is a matter of
debate but most growers in WA seem to prefer to remove a few inches of growth to stop the plants becoming too
tall. Some growers are keen to avoid having the final potting and stopping dates too close together as both actions
result in a small check to the growth of the plant. Separating the dates by at least a week is recommended. There is a
lot more potting mix in a 300mm pot than a 150mm one so be sparing with the water for the first couple of weeks to
once again encourage root growth. Chrysanthemums are heavy feeders, so proprietary potting mixes may benefit
from the addition of some supplementary fertiliser. I have used Blood and Bone Plus (the “Plus” component is extra
potassium) but others favour slow release pellets. The short acting types are best so that they will be exhausted by
the time the buds are showing colour, at which time the fertiliser requirements are diminished.
Remember that we have a mentor system in place, so please take advantage of this by contacting one for individual
advice. Mentors are listed on the last page of this newsletter.
I mentioned that I would drip feed some snippets of more technical information related to chrysanthemum culture.
Remember that you do not need to know much about this and can just KISS and pay attention to the fundamentals
of adequate sunlight, quality potting mix, careful watering, regular fertiliser and pesticide application, prudent
stopping, effective flower protection, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera. You get the idea. So, …
Chrysanthemums absorb the majority of nutrients through their roots. Each nutrient is more readily absorbed at
certain pH levels in the soil. At a pH of 6.0 - 6.5 all of the nutrients are available to the plant. Many growers have
carefully prepared their soils so that they are in this range. However, over the course of a season the pH may change
which leads to nutritional problems. The two main factors which can alter the pH of soil are the choice of fertiliser
and the alkalinity of the water supply. The source of nitrogen in the fertiliser is the most important thing and those
that are high in nitrate will cause a pH rise (increased alkalinity) and those high in ammonium will cause a pH drop
(increased acidity). The alkalinity of the water is its ability to neutralise acidity. Water with low alkalinity has a low pH
buffering capacity and will readily allow pH to change, especially to drop, while a high alkalinity will promote a pH
rise. Interestingly, the pH of the water supply itself has only a minimal effect. Analysis of Perth’s water shows that in
most areas it has a pH 7.5 – 8.0 with moderate to high alkalinity of 50 – 150 mg/L calcium carbonate due largely to
our use of groundwater from limestone aquifers.
Experienced growers will often recognise high pH due to some yellowing of the leaves which is caused by the
difficulty of absorbing iron at higher pH. Low pH leads to a general loss of vigour in the plant due to difficulty
absorbing several nutrients as well as enhancing the absorption of harmful chemical elements. You can be more
certain by measuring the pH of the soil. In the last newsletter I included details on how to go about it. The Leachate
Pour Through method is the most suitable for a home gardener.
If I remember to do it, I will expand on the effects of different nitrogen fertilisers in the next newsletter. The
following article is explanatory with regards to alkalinity.

Water Alkalinity vs pH - What's the Difference?
Friday, October 5, 2018 | Troy Buechel
Water alkalinity and pH are not the same. Water pH measures the amount of hydrogen (acid ions) in the
water, whereas water alkalinity is a measure of the carbonate and bicarbonate levels in water. Think of
carbonates and bicarbonates as dissolved limestone. The higher the alkalinity of the water, the more lime it
contains and therefore, the more rapidly the water can cause the growing medium pH to rise. On the other
hand, the pH of the water does not have any influence on the pH of the growing medium.

For example, the chart above shows the starting pH of two water sources and the amount of acid required for
each to reach a pH of 5.0. The water with the higher pH did not require as much as acid as the one with the
lower starting pH. At first glance, this may not make sense. However, note the alkalinity in the center
column. Regardless of the starting pH, the higher the alkalinity of the water source, the more acid is
required to reduce pH to 5.0. For all water sources, it is the alkalinity that actually determines how much
acid to use, not the pH.

How does water alkalinity influence the pH of the growing medium?
In the graph below, vinca plugs were grown for 49 days and constant fed with the same fertilizer at 125
ppm. The plugs were irrigated with three different water sources with varying alkalinities. The pH rose in
all three media samples partially due to the fertilizer used and the limestone in the growing medium.
However, the higher the alkalinity of the water source, the higher the pH of the growing medium.

"This graph shows influence of the water alkalinity on the pH of vinca plugs after 49 days. Notice the higher the water
alkalinity, the higher the pH of the growing medium rose after 49 days. Data taken from: D. Bailey & P. V. Nelson,
Substrate pH and Water Quality. 1996 Ohio Short Course"

It is clear that the pH of the water and the alkalinity are not the same. In fact, the pH of the water does not
dictate the pH of the growing medium, but in fact it is the alkalinity of the water source that influences the
pH of the growing medium. This is important for growers to know since alkalinity has significant impact on
growing medium pH, choosing the correct fertilizer(s) and injecting acid, when applicable.

Australian Championship Selections
You may recall the Spiv’s Tips for the “most likely to succeed” cultivars included in the September-October 2019
Newsletter. This is my updated list of the most desirable cultivars

Exhibition (Sections 1 & 2)

Single (Section 7)

Kokka Kinzan

Dorothy Ann

Kokka Hare Butai

Decorative (Sections 3, 4 & 5)

Glad Eye

Mount Shasta

Doreen Statham

Stoakes Freesia

Primrose Mount Shasta

Kokka No Sachi

Stoakes Imperial

Rose Stoakes
Anemone (Section 6)

Stoakes Golden Splendour

Fantasy (Section 10)

Edith Mechen

Stoakes Vanilla

Kiyomi No Yurai

Stoakes Cameo

William Stoakes

Seatons Galaxy

Seatons Ruby

Seiko No Asa
Golden Splendour

I hope that you all managed to complete your inventory of wanted plants at the Distribution Day and have most of
those listed above. As I stated last season, I am very keen to have as many entries as possible in the Australian
Championship and if there are any of the above cultivars that you still need then let me know and I will do my best
to get them for you, or to strike some more cuttings. I can post them to you if necessary. Beware however, that if
you put me to this trouble and then do not make an entry in the show I will want an explanation of what went wrong
and why our newsletter cultural notes, Ted Elm’s growing guide “Chrysanthemum Culture in Western Australia”
available on our website www.chrysanthemumwa.com and our mentorship system failed you so badly. I am a bit of
a sucker for a hard luck story as I understand that life often gets in the way and so do not get too put off. I have
often said that if I were ever called up for the army I would have been a gunner. All I ask is that your intentions are
pure.

Her Gracious Majesty’s Buckingham Palace Garden Party Fruit Scone Recipe
Ingredients
-500g Plain Flour
-28g Baking Powder
-94g Butter
-86g Sugar
-2 Whole Eggs
-140ml Butter Milk
-100g Sultanas (Cover in hot water and leave to soak for 30 minutes)
Method
-Preheat oven to 180 C
-Mix the flour, baking powder, butter and sugar together in a bowl,
until a crumb is formed
-In a separate bowl, whisk the eggs and buttermilk together
-Add the liquid to the crumb mixture
-Continue to mix the dough, until it is smooth
-(Optional) Add the sultanas, and mix until evenly distributed
-Remove the dough from the bowl, flatten the dough and cover
-Cover and leave to rest for approximately 30 minutes
-Roll out the dough to a thickness of 2.5 cm and cut to desired shape
-Rest the scones for another 20 minutes
-Gently egg wash the top of the scones
-Bake in the oven for 10-12 minutes until golden brown
-Cool before serving with jam and clotted cream
God Save the Queen and long may she reign over us. Toodle pip.1

Chrysanthemum Garden Party
by Nakazawa Hiromitsu
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I have made these scones and found that they turned out rather well. (IMHO)

Editor’s Notes
We are rapidly approaching All Souls’ Day, which falls on 2nd November this year. You will recall that in many
European countries chrysanthemums are commonly used to adorn the graves of loved ones on All Souls’ Day as they
are in bloom at that time of the year. All Souls’ Day is a public holiday in many Latin-American countries, which is
unsurprising given their Spanish Catholic heritage. It is known there as The Day of the Dead. I am not sure if
chrysanthemums are commonly used as a major floral tribute however. It is claimed that the value of the
floricultural industry in Mexico was about one billion US dollars in 2014. Mexico’s most important horticultural crops
are gladioli, roses, chrysanthemums, carnations, birds-of-paradise and the nard2. A dozen chrysanthemums was
priced between USD 2.30 and USD 3.50 retail in 2014.
Having established some connection, however tenuous, between these Notes and chrysanthemums I now have an
excuse for mentioning that The Day of the Dead is an opportune time to relate the Mexican story “La Llorona”. A
version of it was known since at least the 16th century when recorded by the Spanish conquistadors.
A beautiful young woman named María lived in a rural village in Mexico. She came from a poor family but
was known around her village for her beauty and grace. One day, an extremely wealthy nobleman was riding
through her village and stopped in his tracks. He had travelled all over the world and had never seen anyone
as beautiful as María. He was mesmerized by her. He knew that he had to win her heart. María was easily
charmed by him and he was charmed by her beauty, so when he proposed to her, she immediately accepted.
Eventually, the two married, and María gave birth to two sons. Her husband was always travelling and he
stopped spending time with his family. When he came home, he only paid attention to the children and as
time passed María could tell that her husband was falling out of love with her because she was getting old.
One day he returned to the village with a younger woman, and bid his children farewell, ignoring María.
María, angry and hurt, took her children to a river and drowned them in blind rage. She then realized what
she had done and, struck with remorse, searched for them, but the river had already carried them away. Days
later, when her husband came back and asked about the children, Maria started weeping and said that she
had drowned them. Her husband was furious and said that she could not be with him unless she found their
children. She drowned herself, knowing what she had done.
She was then tricked by a demon, who told her that her sons' souls were lost, but that she would be granted
entry to Heaven if she found the souls and brought them to Heaven where they belonged. The demon knew
that her son's souls were already in Heaven and that the woman would be stuck in the land of the living
trying to find her sons forever, crying constantly for the sin that she had committed. She is always heard
weeping for her children, earning her the name "La Llorona", which means "The Weeping Woman".
There is song about this and your new favourite female singer, Natalia Lafourcade, has a well-regarded version. It is
rather melancholy but also very beautiful.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5h1thWbVTc
Another of Natalia’s songs “Lo Que Construimos” talks of lost love and has the lines What we one day built has vanished, I loved you with all my soul, But you're a ghost with me walking.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X93JfP8NOkM
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Nard is something that I had not previously heard of. The internet contains almost the entirety of human knowledge and so can
be relied on to supply the answers to nearly all questions and apparently the meaning of life has something to do with
chrysanthemums, wine and homing birds at sunset, or the number 42. Nard is also known as spikenard and is a valerian like herb
native to the Himalayas. Mexico is mountainous in some areas and the northern part is on the same latitude as the Himalayas,
so nard should grow well there. The internet also reveals that, like All Souls’ Day, frankincense (Rui Xiang) and myrrh, nard has
great Christian significance. John 12:3 Mary, therefore, took a pound of ointment of pure nard, very precious, and anointed the
feet of Jesus, and wiped his feet with her hair. The house was filled with the fragrance of the ointment. In the Hispanic
iconographic tradition spikenard is used to represent Saint Joseph who, according to Catholic tradition, died in the arms of Jesus
and Mary. He is considered the model of the pious believer who receives grace at the moment of death; in other words, the
patron saint of a happy death. Spikenard is the only flower that appears on Argentinian Pope Francis’ papal crest.

Natalia’s mother is the creator of the Macarsi Method for musical training
and personal development for children and educators. She adapted and
practiced the method with Natalia to help her rehabilitate through music
following a head injury from being kicked by a horse.
At first Natalia was unable to walk and was left with dyslexia and impaired eyesight.
Her mother did a good job. Another two songs, just to prove the point.
Mexicana Hermosa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPK1rSza6Is

Derecho de Nacimiento https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kK67JvlwcBc
0% vulgaridad, 0% desnudos, 100% talentos; Esto es música señores (y señoras)

There is a plentiful catalogue of lost love – somebody done somebody wrong songs throughout the world. The
hispanics seem to do them quite well, maybe inspired by La Llorona. You may or may not like this one from Chilean
singer Mon Laferte but the audience certainly did. She doesn’t hold back. “Not happy Jan.”
I feel mutilated and so small. Come and tell me the truth. Have mercy and
tell me why, no, no. How did you stop loving me?
Tu Falta De Querer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5R1RGl4WQP8

In early October 2019, seven months prior to the worldwide Black Lives Matter
protests, triggered by a 30 Peso (five cent) fare increase on the Santiago Metro public
transport service protests broke out across Chile in response to the high cost of living
and social inequality. On 18 October … 81 stations sustained major damage, including
17 burned down. On the same day, President of Chile Sebastián Piñera announced a
state of emergency, authorizing the deployment of Chilean Army forces across the
main regions to enforce order and prevent the destruction of public property. On 25
October, over a million people took to the streets throughout Chile to protest against
President Piñera, demanding his resignation.
Human rights organisations … received several reports of violations conducted against protesters by security
forces, including torture, sexual abuse and sexual assault. On 14 November 2019, Mon Laferte made
headlines with her act of political protest, exposing her breasts at the Latin Grammys to display the message
“En Chile Torturan Violan y Matan" (English translation: In Chile they torture, rape and kill) on her bare chest.
On 15 November, the National Congress signed an agreement to call a national referendum in April 2020
regarding the creation of a new constitution. The referendum was later rescheduled from 26 April to 25
October 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic in Chile.
On November 19, 2019, Mon Laferte was interviewed by Patricia Janiot from Univision. In that interview,
Mon Laferte justified the looting and burning of numerous supermarkets and other buildings by saying that
"they were only material goods". When asked if she condemned violence, she said, "I do not approve of any
kind of violence. Now, if you ask me personally, if I have to go burn down a supermarket that has robbed
from me my entire life to demand the basic rights I feel I deserve, I will do it!"
If you like the sound of the vegan Ms Norma Monserrat Bustamante Laferte, or the last song, then here is more.
Si Tu Me Quisieras

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42kZmTgwXDM

Mi Buen Amor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xD27uAJUMIo

Once we can travel again it would be good to start from Mon Laferte’s birthplace, Viña del Mar, on the Pacific coast
of Chile and visit nearby Santiago. From there follow the Western Camino Real across the Andes, with views of the
Principal Cordillera including the 6960 metre Aconcagua, before arriving at the Rio de la Plata waterway which
separates Argentina and Uruguay and their capitals Buenos Aries and Montevideo. This is the home of Tango.

(Tango) was born (in the 1880s) in the impoverished port areas of these countries, with enslaved African
populations. The tango was frequently practiced in the brothels and bars of ports, where business owners
employed bands to entertain their patrons with music. The tango then spread to the rest of the world.
The following movie clip is from a 1951 movie about Rudolph Valentino. He was an accomplished tango dancer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFcraniRJH0
When I was working I had a patient that liked to tango and would often include a visit to a tango festival when he
travelled overseas. He recommended that I have a look at this YouTube video. It features Aoniken Quiroga &
Alejandra Mantiñan. He had the pleasure of dancing with Alejandra Mantiñan at one of these milongas.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd5xaPT2I9M
It turns out that Alejandra Mantiñan is one of the foremost tango dancers of her generation. She tells her story in
this 2018 interview.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eT-RwaHb6FA
It lasts one hour but is quite interesting, even if you have only a minimal interest in dance. Included are the following
remarks For me, tango has something that other popular dances don’t have; it covers the entire spectrum of human
existence. Tango talks about philosophy, tango talks about psychology, tango talks about hypocrisy, tango
talks about absolute love, devotion, generosity, selfishness, envy. Tango talks about the whole spectrum of
human attributes in all their possibilities. Nobody can ignore tango, because it would be like ignoring
humanity.
So you had better watch it. Fortunately for my patient she also says I haven’t danced with a single person, in the 35 years I have devoted to tango, who hasn’t danced with a
loving embrace.
Here is Alejandra Mantiñan dancing in 1984 with Gustavo Russo. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egPRyeIyBPI
If you watched the Alejandra Mantiñan interview then you will know that she pioneered the leg flicks and kicks seen
in the previous YouTube clip that are now a feature of high level tango dancing. Here is a very impressive modern
tango that has progressed the art.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwSYS0CX9vQ
So what has this got to do with chrysanthemums? Needless to say there is a chrysanthemum tango. It is a Polish
song.3 “Złociste Chryzantemy”. This translates as “Golden Chrysanthemums”, with an alternative name for the song
being “Faded Chrysanthemums”. It is from 1939 and proved to be a portent of things to come. It was recorded
shortly before the German invasion of Poland from the west by 1.5 million troops and 1300 aircraft on 1st September
that started World War Two, followed by 800,000 troops of the Soviet Red Army from the east on 17th September.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djJGEWeeNUo
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Golden chrysanthemums
In a crystal vase.
They stand on the piano,
Soothing sadness and grief.

I’m not happy today,
When the dreams ran out.
Who will heal my heart
and wipe away the tears from my eyes?

Through silvery and misty tears
I reach out my hands to them,
Whispering one sentence:
Why did you go away?

Golden chrysanthemums,
Smile at me,
Perhaps among the old memories
Grief will be lost.

https://culture.pl/en/article/polish-tangos-the-unique-interwar-soundtrack-to-polands-independence

You will need some Chrysanthemum tango clothes if you want to look the part.

chrysanthemum dress

hot fire & chrysanthemum dress

chrysanthemum tango trousers

If we head up north again we can now visit Cuba, which was for very many years off limits to tourists. Cuba started
off bolero but was also responsible for other dances, including Rumba.
This theatrical dance tells a story of love and passion between a strong, male lover and a coy, teasing
woman. Full of sensual movements, the Rumba is considered by many to be the sexiest of the ballroom
dances.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mQQ7cOCoB8
Cumbia is another Afro - Hispanic music and dance style. It originated in Colombia. If you want a good tune, excellent
singing and musicianship and quite passable dancing then this music video is very suitable.
Mi Caprichito

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nl4qsb5FnYE

I am informed by the President that many WACS members may have little interest in Latin-American music. If so
then that is a great pity, but only for them. However, here is a cautionary tale for anyone who may become too
smitten.
El Paso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWm5WErkffQ

Returning to the general theme of La Llorona, especially for fans of Western music and in the interests of gender
equality, here is another song. (Be sure to turn up the volume before playing it.)
The song tells a folk tale of a cowboy who has a vision of red-eyed, steel-hooved cattle thundering across the
sky, being chased by the spirits of damned cowboys. One warns him that if he does not change his ways, he
will be doomed to join them, forever "trying to catch the Devil's herd across these endless skies".
Ghost Riders in the Sky

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xsfw9CEQITA

I narrowed the choice to two versions of Ghost Riders. The other was by Frankie Laine which is also very good, as is
one by Marty Robbins. Marty already got a guernsey, so here is another famous Western song by Frankie.
Rawhide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6jQj6rGqnE

For those of you who like “both types of music” 4 the next one is a “sixth generation” Country Music number from
Taylor Swift. Maybe Country needed to be brought kicking and screaming into the 21st century, or maybe not.
One of the most commercially successful country artists of the late 2000s and early 2010s has been singersongwriter Taylor Swift … Swift's 2012 single "We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together" spent the most
weeks at the top of Billboard's Hot 100 chart and Hot Country Songs chart of any song in nearly five decades.
We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WA4iX5D9Z64

AmericanLoneWolf 13 writes: Quarantine and listening to old songs that are better than the crud we got today.
Anushka Singhai writes: Fun fact- This song was recorded with no cut. Insert amazement adjective of your own
choice and skip this one if you wish. I suggested that Hispanics do break up songs well and I must confess that I much
prefer Mon La Ferte’s effort.
Since you are all now big YouTube fans here is the number one YouTube video of all time, with 6.8 billion views so
far. It is sung in Spanish by Puerto Ricans, Luis Fonsi and rapper Daddy Yankee and is quite OK.
Despacito

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJQP7kiw5Fk

Justin Bieber has a collaborative version of the same song. Feel free to look for it if you are a would be Belieber.
As I have some space on the page to fill here is another video from “Tay Tay” that is also seriously up there on views.
It is just a little better than the other one. She has some sage advice that perhaps Mon La Ferte should have taken
note of.
Hey, hey, hey
Just think while you've been getting down and out about the liars and the dirty, dirty cheats in the world
You could have been getting down to this sick beat
Shake It Off

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfWlot6h_JM

(2.9 billion views)

This Meghan Trainor number is for all of us that put on a kilo or three while staying at home because of Coronavirus.
Hey, I'm bringing booty back
Go ahead and tell them skinny bitches that
'Cause I got that boom boom that all the boys chase
And all the right junk in all the right places
All About That Bass

(The melody and rhythm are surprisingly good.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PCkvCPvDXk

(2.3 billion views)

As it will soon be Christmas, here is the biggest selling Single of all time with a rather paltry 50 million records sold.
White Christmas
4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9QLn7gM-hY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS-zEH8YmiM

(6.4 million views)
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Contacts
President – Carl Slusarczyk 9272 1356 (H) carl.lina.slu@gmail.com
Treasurer – Colleen Ryall 9291 9257 (H) 0400089223 (M) colleenryall@westnet.com.au
Secretary – Michael Drake-Brockman 9293 7650 (H) michaeldb@iinet.net.au
Newsletter Editor – Carl Slusarczyk 9272 1356 (H) carl.lina.slu@gmail.com

Todo está sucediendo!

Forthcoming Events

Traiga un plato.

General Meeting Tuesday 10th November 2020
12 noon John McGrath Pavillion, Hensman Rd South Perth

(Bring a plate.)

General Meeting Tuesday 9th February 2021
12 noon John McGrath Pavillion, Hensman Rd South Perth
WA Horticultural Council’s Garden Clubs’ and Societies’ Fair
Saturday 20th and Sunday 21st February 2021
South Perth Civic Centre Hall, corner of Sandgate St and South Terrace,
South Perth.
Home Visit Sunday 14th March 2021
1.00pm Carl and Lina Slusarczyk’s home, 6 Regent St West, Mount Lawley.
Home Visit Sunday 11th April 2021
1.00pm Michael and Judy Drake-Brockman’s home, 136 Merrivale Rd, Pickering Brook
General Meeting Tuesday 13th April 2021
12 noon John McGrath Pavillion, Hensman Rd South Perth
WACS Annual Show and Australian Championship Thursday 6th – Saturday 8th May 2021
Hawaiian Forrestfield Shopping Centre
Presentation Luncheon Tuesday 25th May
12 noon John McGrath Pavillion, Hensman Rd South Perth

Website
www.chrysanthemumwa.com

Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/chrysanthemumwa/

Poema
high-necked
halter

